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Sexual orientation is an expression that is used to explain a sample of emotional, romantic or 

sexual appeal. Sexual orientation can also encompass appeal to the identical gender 

(homosexuality), a gender specific than one’s very own (heterosexuality), both male and 

female (bisexuality), all genders (pansexual), or neither (asexuality). When we describe 

ourselves or while a person describes themselves as a hetero or homo sexual or with different 

or uncommon orientation, not many people understand. This is because there is a lack of 

awareness or knowledge in regard to the different sexual orientations that may exist. 

• Heterosexual (straight) – describes someone who is attracted best or nearly best to the 

“different” gender. 

• Homosexual (gay, lesbian, queer) – describes someone attracted best or nearly best to the 

ones of the identical gender. 

• Bisexual – describes someone drawn to both men and women, even though now no longer 

always similarly or on the identical time. 

• Pansexual (or omnisexual) – describes someone drawn to the ones of any gender. 

• Asexual – describes a person now no longer sexually drawn to any gender. This isn’t the same 

as identifying of no longer having intercourse with anyone (abstinence or celibacy). 

Usually, at some point of the preteen and teen year, people enjoy their first romantic emotions 

of their early puberty. Say as a way of means of having an overwhelm on any person and 

through the ones years the so known as crushes on a person might be of identical gender and 

it’s far not unusual place, even a few teenagers pilot sexually with a person in their very own 

gender. However those early reports don’t always imply that a youngster may be drawn to that 

identical gender as person too. Attraction for a few teenagers to a person of the identical gender 

does now no longer fade as a substitute but it grows stronger. Whatever one’s orientation is, 

it’s far critical to understand that there are different human beings too like them and lots of 

may also have the identical feelings and questions1. 

 

Sexual Orientation and India 

	
1https://www.healthlinkbc.ca/health-topics/abj915 
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India perhaps be the fastest growing Statewith a type of diversity, customs, religions and what 

not, however this growing State is going via way of means of a rule of fairness i.e., treating 

every person similarly. However, as soon as it involves the real exercise in reality, the tough 

fact is that right here we will be predisposed to by some means lack behind. The Statewe sleep 

in is noticeably lively in practising its customs, norms, traditions and faith, by some means the 

whole lot that we do is associated with faith one carry. Remembering a prevalence once I was 

in my teenage, I heard a person having a full conversation that their child must be handled or 

byperforming a little Puja(common form of worship in the Hindu religion)at their residence 

certainly due to the fact their child expressed the intent about no longer getting married to the 

other gender that the mother and father has chosen. That man or woman expressing his/her 

preference at that point wondering that the mother and father will recognize and could assist 

him/her, however the mother and father take it as a ailment or a notion and this is wrong. In 

duration of these advance days, homosexuality become even against the law in regulation, 

glaringly with time as we grew our legal system grew up or even the society by some means 

too, after which we got here one of the landmark ruling via way of means of the Supreme Court 

of India that the LGBTQ network has the liberty to soundly specific their sexual orientation, it 

is very much evident from the Navjet Singh Johar v. Union of India.2Therefore, a character’s 

rights of sexual orientation is now covered under the right to privacy. In India it become a 

warfare and perhaps someplace it’s nonetheless is to really nearly exercise and receive 

homosexuality in society. As said, the parliament can pass on regulations however 

implementation performs a main position whether or not it’s practicable,when considered the 

expected experience that India continues to be growing, there’s a huge appreciation of the 

Supreme Court that really helped in decriminalizing homosexuality or say sexual orientation. 

Talking approximately, one may suppose that why are we discussing this topic, it’s due to the 

fact that even now if one thinks approximately,is we certainly receive a person amongst us who 

may have liking toward the identical gender, each genders and perhaps no one? Well come to 

consider it a bit extra is till now many  youngsters who are aware of their choice for same-sex 

partner are despatched to undergo the treatments, it’s far demanded that they ought to be made 

straight, however for India, the essential alternate we got here is with Supreme Court’s ruling 

in September 2018 that decriminalized homosexuality3. The court’s choice overturned a part 

of a 19th-century regulation added via way of means of the British and referred to as Section 

	
2(2018)	10	SCC	1		
3https://www.apa.org/monitor/2019/02/homosexuality-india 
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377 of the Indian Penal Code that made intercourse “in opposition to the order of nature” 

against the law punishable by way of means of imprisonment. While the judges targeted their 

arguments by and large at the significance of character autonomy, non-discrimination and 

privacy, they pointed again and again to the American Psychiatric Association’s 1973 choice 

to cast off homosexuality from its listing of intellectual disorders. The judges referred to 

numerous APA documents, together with APA’s amicus quick within the U.S. Supreme Court 

case4that decriminalized identical-intercourse sodomy within the United States in 2003. While 

not often enforced, Section 377 has had critical results for India’s LGBTQ network. The 

regulation has left people open to harassment, beatings and blackmail. Some were compelled 

into loveless, sexless marriages; different couples have run away collectively or maybe died 

via way of means of joint suicide. “There are even awful instances of what’s known as 

‘corrective rape,’ wherein lesbians are raped via way of means of guys with the aim of turning 

them into heterosexuals. One can now at the least gauge that how someone with different sexual 

orientation is handled and the way harsh it’s far. There’s an easy query from one's aspect that 

will we ever ask or strain people who are drawn to the other gender that how they experience 

being with contrary gender. How can they be with a person like that, however while a person 

likes each or identical gender such questions arises quick without hesitations. 

Talking approximately the terrible attitudes, they’re by and large persuaded in a way of means 

of the prison elements in ignominy which might be related to the non-preferred of sexual 

behaviour. It’s far evinced from numerous countries, additionally the non secular dogma is 

commonly introduced in to emphasise the perception of ‘the alternative’, so making an 

additional feel of alienation. What’s so beautiful is, how the attitudes toward woman gay 

behaviour range from the ones toward males. Female identical-intercourse interest is 

considered distinctly arousing compared to the means of the males. The Bisexualare 

frequentlyof ‘sitting at the fence’ or ‘being not able to make their thoughts up’ or ‘having the 

first-class of each worlds’. It’s moreover likely that degree of sexual orientation is commonly 

pretty indistinct and uncertain5. 

The best query right here is why can’t we permit it’s and allow them to stay certainly like us 

they’re no specific, the distinction is of best preference, consider how ridiculous it’d be if a 

person continues questioning, pressurizing and attempt to manage your pick. 

 

	
4Lawrence	v.	Texas,	539	U.S	558	(2003)		
5https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC314618 


